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Who doesn't like great food?

Fall kitchen hours: Wednesday - Sunday 9am - 5pm.

Click here for full menu of specials

One-Man Scramble

Our One-Man Scramble is open to Members and GuestsOur One-Man Scramble is open to Members and Guests

DEADLINE to register is TODAY!
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LGA Turkey Tournament

Ladies - Registration is openLadies - Registration is open
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Junior Fall Camp

You know how much fun you had in the summer...

Well don't miss out on this two day camp!
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The number one 
 

Step to more great shotsStep to more great shots
 

Your approach shot accuracy depends on you squaring the face to the target line. 

You must have the right Lie angles for your golf swing.

The sole will be square to the turf at impact. You’ll be straighter. 
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If the toe is up (vs. the heel), then your face will

automatically point to the left (for right-handers). You’re

missing before you start. 

If the heel is up (vs. the toe), then your face will

automatically point to the right (for right-handers).

Perfectly aligned, great swing, you’re still missing right?

 

We want you to hit more great shotsWe want you to hit more great shots
 

Let us help you hit more great shots. Let us check out your lie angles. 

Get that right, and you’ll be amazed at how much more accurate you are. 

This applies to all golfers. Why waste a great swing? 
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Your wedge and ball flight
 

Shooting it in lowerShooting it in lower
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If you watch the best golfers play this shot, you’ll notice

they seem to nip the turf (rather than carving out a

divot), and they then seem to have a shorter follow-

through.

 

When we see golfers trying to play this shot on the range, many move the ball back in their 

stance and play with a steeper angle of attack, under the impression that will create more spin. 

Actually a shallow angle of attack with clean contact creates more spin. 

 

Come and learn to control ball flightCome and learn to control ball flight
 

Being able to shoot the ball in with a slightly lower trajectory and 

the spin to check the ball quickly, makes distance control so much easier. 

Come and learn how to play this shot.
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